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A  R E C R U I T I N G

tuneup
Consistent Positive Engagement Can 

Strengthen Your Firm

By Leigh Glenn
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 ecruiting is the circulatory 
system of insurance and inancial 
services — and people are the 
heart. More potential recruits, 
regardless of age or generation, 
use social media to research you 
and your irm. And you should be 
using it to promote your irm and 

seek highly qualiied agents and advisors. Neglecting 
recruiting is like failing to eat well and exercise. Use these 
tips to give your irm a recruiting tuneup.

C U L T U R E  F I R S T !

Recruiting is everyone’s job, says Natalie Blatnick, recruiting 
specialist at GCG Financial, Inc., Deerield, Illinois. Make 
sure everyone’s in the know by sharing the current-year 
advisor proile at a irmwide meeting. Then whether it’s a fun 
campaign that spins the Beatles’ Abbey Road as Recruiting 
Road or you take an advisor to lunch to pinpoint which of his 
or her social media contacts might be strong candidates or 
centers of inluence, everyone’s on the same page. Because this 
is part of GCG’s culture, 90 percent of recruits in 2015 came 
from in-house referrals.

Use every opportunity — casual conversations at sporting 
events, chance meetings at the farmer’s market — to talk 
about opportunities, says Dick Cleary, CTLC, LUTCF, 
president and CEO of FSEdNet, Pompano Beach, Florida. 

Just as advisors and agents do with their activity and 
production requirements, do something similar with social 
media. Know your activity metrics — how many people you 
need to speak with to ind high-quality recruits that match 
your irm proile — then build social media into your daily 
schedule, says Sean O’Connor, CLF, LUTCF, assistant vice 
president and director of agencies for The Baltimore Life 

Insurance Co., Owings Mills, Maryland. 
On all social media platforms, use inancial representative, 

or FR, and agent videos or photos to show your irm’s human 
side, suggests Kristi Zimmerman, M.S., manager of agency 
recruiting for COUNTRY Financial, Bloomington, Illinois. 
COUNTRY won LIMRA and LOMA’s “Best Use of Social 
Media for Recruiting” Silver Bowl award last year; judges 
remarked they did not see a single “we’re hiring” spot. 
Zimmerman also suggests adding funny memes to your 
recruiting reminder emails. These help dispel the myth that 
“insurance is boring.”

r
“  Play up your training in your recruiting campaigns. 

Potential agents and advisors want some  
assurance they’ll get the help they need. ” 
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TO CREATE UNIQUE MESSAGES, harness what excites you, says FSEdNet 

president and CEO Dick Cleary. Localize home-office materials, but make sure 

they’re compliant, says Cynthia Bodison, recruiting leader with AXA Advisors. 

Target those messages by leveraging internal/external research on who’s 

looking for what in career opportunities, from veterans to recent college 

graduates, suggests Kristi Zimmerman, manager of agency recruiting for 

COUNTRY Financial.

Potential recruits may be looking for you any hour of the day, says Hearsay 

Social’s founder and CEO Clara Shih. Can they find you? Are your messages 

consistent across all platforms and pages, including the company page; 

recruiting-specific pages; profiles of recruiters, hiring managers and executives; 

and employee profiles, pages and posts?

Go mobile. Potential recruits increasingly use mobile devices to search for 

jobs. Be sure your career site, job application and whatever you use to keep in 

touch also can be easily read on mobile devices, advises Shih.

Educate yourself and your team. You may have four generations in your 

office at one time, says Bodison. Understand which nuances work with which 

— by age, gender and life experience. Speak their language, and honor their 

contact preferences.

Tailor your in-person and virtual messages, says Natalie Blatnick, recruiting 

specialist at GCG Financial, Inc. For younger recruits: What does your firm do 

for the community? For older recruits: What’s compensation like? Women? 

Build trust early, and share the firm’s culture. Find unusual ways to connect. 

For example, Blatnick’s LinkedIn photo is her while scuba diving. She leverages 

this with outdoors-oriented recruits. Plus, the photo puts people at ease.

LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter all offer a branding opportunity: People 

learn who you are, and you share positive information, says Bodison. 

That’s why it’s critical to stay active on “passive.” People may not know 

your firm as an employer and may not be actively looking for a change, says 

Zimmerman. But something about your firm on Facebook grabs them — and 

they apply.

Woo younger recruits by bridging the gap between what they’re looking for 

and their perceptions of the industry, says Sean O’Connor, assistant vice 

president and director of agencies for The Baltimore Life Insurance Co. Use 

appealing ads on Facebook. Partner with LIMRA, and use its Recruit2GoTM 

tool to engage and reach out.

Creativity counts when combining social media and in-person efforts. 

COUNTRY highlighted its relationship with Illinois State during finals week. It 

offered energy drinks to students and T-shirts with #hireme and COUNTRY’s 

logo. Three students tweeted the first 

day. Others have continued tweeting to 

COUNTRY’s career Twitter handle 

wearing the shirts and asking for 

internships.

Schedule your social media posts on 

consistent days and times as well as at 

special times when running a campaign, 

says Bodison. But separate job 

auto-posts on Twitter, say, from your 

branded feed lest your relevant career 

or company content get buried among 

the job posts, says Zimmerman.

Create a catchy hashtag — #LifeAt-

COUNTRY — to share what it’s like to 

work there.

Use short, house-made videos to 

create an immediate connection with 

potential recruits, Zimmerman says. 

Agents and FRs — “brand ambassa-

dors” — can talk up the opportunity. 

You can then share the YouTube videos 

via Facebook and Twitter and reach out 

to potential recruits.

Know the good — and the bad 

— about your firm. Tools such as 

Glassdoor tell you what people are 

saying. 

Let them know they’re being heard, 

Zimmerman says. Politely correct 

inaccuracies and share relevant content. 

And use what they’re saying to figure 

out how to better attract and keep 

talent.

Ú

Messages Regardless of Medium
C O N S I S T E N C Y .  T A I L O R I N G .  P A S S I O N . 

Wherever you’re sharing your messages, you need these.

C O N N E C T  W I T H  U S !
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“ The relationships 
people create and 
maintain are the 
lifeblood of this  

business. ” 
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Be authentic, advises Hearsay Social founder and CEO 
Clara Shih in her book The Social Business Imperative, due 
out this spring. Keep everyone’s social media proiles freshly 
tuned and aligned, and include keywords people may use in 
job searches, Shih recommends.

Who are your hiring managers? Recruits want to know, 
says Shih. Recruiters may be blocked from social media 
groups, depending on guidelines. So make sure hiring 
managers are active and consistent on social media.

Play up your training in your recruiting campaigns. 
Potential agents and advisors want some assurance they’ll get 
the help they need, says Zimmerman.

Tweak your irm’s practices — such as training times — to 
target different segments of recruits, Cleary suggests. Parents 
returning to the workforce likely have an even larger natural 
market than when they left, making them valuable additions 
to your staff. But they may not be able to make a 7:30 a.m. 
training; they’re dropping off the kids.

S E A R C H .  R E S E A R C H .  C O N N E C T .

Social media makes it easier to search, research and 
connect with the people you want to recruit — and those 
who want to work with you. Make the most of its 
potential.

Get the “in” side scoop. Use LinkedIn and other 
platforms to research a potential recruit before you call, 
says GCG’s Blatnick. They’ll appreciate it, and it’s a ine 
way to break the ice.

Upgrade to the premium version for greater functional-
ity. LinkedIn’s Talent Finder, for example, lets Blatnick 
save advanced searches and send InMails, which bypass 
LinkedIn’s message system, in case potential recruits don’t 
check their account often.

Use social media to “start the conversation,” says 
Baltimore Life’s O’Connor. Then shift to an in-person 
meeting, such as on a college campus. And look outside, he 
says: Focus on high-quality candidates in other sales 
careers who want more income or lexibility.

Be clear who its your proile, and stick with that, 
advises FSEdNet’s Cleary. An excellent candidate may not 
be excellent for your irm. Once you’ve taken the time to 
identify a particular proile or segment, pay to boost a post 
and deliver a call to action, says COUNTRY’s 
Zimmerman.
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In addition, these tips also help you make the most of 
your social media recruiting:
•	 Analyze.	A campaign doesn’t work and the home of-

ice can’t tell why? Take it to the people you want to 
recruit, suggests Cynthia Bodison, SPHR, a recruiting 
leader with AXA Advisors in Charlotte, North Caro-
lina. Maybe it’s recent female college graduates who are 
African-American. Hold a networking event, provide 
cocktails and food, and talk with them. Invite some 
people who know one another to make it comfortable 
for them to speak. And keep the conversation, not pre-
sentation, going. You may learn, “ ‘That is not the way 
you talk to an African-American female in Charlotte. 
This is what you need to say.’ ”

•	Assess. Use each social media platform’s own metrics 
to see what’s working, says Zimmerman. Drill into 
trafic lows to see what worked around a particular 
campaign. 

•	 Survey.	Ask FRs at hire, stay and exit to see what differ-
ent segments most appreciate about the career, Zimmer-
man advises. This preserves clarity and transparency on 
career expectations.

•	Make	the	most	of	your	tools.	COUNTRY uses Career-
Arc’s Tweet My Jobs interactive map to highlight where 
career opportunities are. Plus, you can tap Twitter’s 
potential as a search engine by using relatable and 
relevant hashtags to capture prospective and passive 
talent, Zimmerman says.

R E L A T I O N S H I P - B U I L D I N G  R E F R E S H E R S

The relationships people create and maintain are the lifeblood 
of this business. Even though social media makes connecting 
easier, don’t connect just to connect, says FSEdNet’s Cleary. 
Be choosy, and follow up.

If a referral doesn’t work, reach out, offer thanks and use 
that opportunity to share whom you are looking for, says 
GCG’s Blatnick. You never know what referral could come 
your way from that interaction.

Maximize your recruiters to warm what’s an otherwise 
cold process, says COUNTRY’s Zimmerman. Use humor, 
and discourage them from being “robo recruiters.”

And the top-three tips for successful recruiting? Engage, 
engage, engage, says AXA’s  Bodison — no matter what stage 
of recruitment, from irst contact to irst interview and ofice 
tour. “That is the number-one way to attract, onboard and 
retain a inancial advisor.” 
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